The human visual system perceives its environment via eye movements, whose 25 primary kinematic components are saccades and drifts. Saccades are quick 26 transitions of the gaze from one Region of Interest (ROI) to another and drifts are 27 slower scanning motions in each ROI. While it is accepted that ROI selection depends 28 on the accumulated visual data, drift is commonly considered not to be affected by 29 the acquired visual information. Here we directly tested the latter assumption by 30 testing the dependency of drift kinematics on the concurrent visual inputs. We 31 tracked ocular kinematics in 5 healthy subjects (3 women) while modulating the 32 available visual information via image size and a gaze-contingent display; the latter 33 was used to tunnel vision to a limited window around gaze center. Our results reveal 34 that visual acquisition and the ocular drift movement are linked via a closed-loop 35 dynamic process. This is demonstrated by (i) a dependency of the drift trajectory on 36 the concurrent visual input (ii) condition-specific convergence of the drift speed 37 (within < 100ms) and (iii) maintenance of selected motor-sensory "controlled 38 variables". As these dynamics cannot be accounted for by an open-loop visual scheme, 39 our results suggest that visual acquisition is inherently a closed-loop process. 40 41 3 Author summary 42 Our eyes are nothing like a camera. It has long been known that we are actively 43 scanning our visual environment in order to see. Moreover, it is commonly accepted 44 that our fast eye movements, saccades, are controlled by the brain and are affected 45 by the sensory input. However, our slow eye movements, the ocular drifts, are often 46 ignored when visual acquisition is analyzed. Accordingly, visual processing is 47 typically assumed to be based on computations performed on saccade-triggered 48 snapshots of the retinal state. Our work strongly challenges this model and provides 49 significant evidence for an alternative model, a cybernetic one. We show that the 50 dynamics of the ocular drift do not allow, and cannot be explained by, open loop visual 51 acquisition. Instead, our results suggest that visual acquisition is part of a closed-loop 52 process, which dynamically and continuously links the brain to its environment.
Introduction 55
The visual system usually perceives its environment during egomotion [1] [2] [3] . In particular, 56 retinal encoding results from continuous interactions between eye movements and the 57 environment [1, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . The kinematics of eye movements contain two major motion 58 components: saccades, which quickly (speeds between ~10 to ~1000 deg/s) shift the gaze 59 from one ROI to another [10-12] and drifts, which slowly (speeds < ~10 deg/s) scan each 60 ROI [1, [13] [14] [15] . These kinematic components, saccades and drifts, characterize the 61 movements of the eyes during every class of ocular function, whether while fixating, 62 pursuing moving targets, reading or exploring. Saccades are often divided to macro and 63 micro-saccades, shifting the gaze to targets beyond or within the foveal field, respectively. 64 It is currently accepted that all saccades can be characterized along the same kinematic 65 continuum, controlled by the same circuits, and serve the same functionshifting the gaze 66 to a new, overlapping or non-overlapping ROI [14, [16] [17] [18] [19] . Hence, here we analyze all 67 saccades in one category. 68 Two contrasting perceptual schemes might be consistent with this saccade-drift kinematic The dynamical scheme, in contrast, assumes that the acquisition of each ROI is a 77 continuous closed-loop process, whose dynamics are determined by the interactions 78 between the drift motion and the external image [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . 79 As a result, the two schemes entail contrasting predictions. (i) The computational scheme 80 predicts that the ocular drift will not depend on the concurrent visual input, whereas the 81 dynamical scheme predicts that it will. (ii) The dynamical scheme further predicts that the 82 drift will exhibit convergence dynamics during perception, as expected from the dynamics 83 of a closed-loop system around its attractors [33] ; the computational scheme predicts that 84 drift dynamics should follow a predetermined or random pattern. (iii) Lastly, with closed-85 loops, adaptive changes are part of a process in which the values of a set of variables, the 86 "controlled variables", are actively maintained within a certain range that allows the current 87 functioning of the system [33] [34] [35] . Open-loop systems do not have this active capacity and 88 depend on a-priori mapping between environmental and internal variables.
89
To test the predictions of the two schemes, we measured ocular behavior while modulating 90 the available spatial information by reducing image size and by mimicking tunnel vision. 91 We tracked subjects' gaze while they were viewing simple shapes of two sizes, and while 92 revealing to them either the entire visual field ("natural viewing") or only a portion of the 93 image around the center of their gaze ("tunneled viewing"). Ocular dynamics were not Subjects. 5 healthy subjects with normal vision at the ages 21-28 participated in the 99 experiments (3 females, 2 with right dominant eye, 3 with left dominant eye). All subjects 100 were given detailed explanation about the eye tracker device and the behavioral task, and 101 were paid for their participation. Informed consents were obtained from all subjects, in 102 accordance with the approved Declaration of Helsinki for this project.
103
Experimental Setup. The experiment took place in a darkened and quiet room where 104 subjects sat in front of a high-resolution, fast computer screen (VPixx, 1920x1080, 120Hz) .
105
The movements of the dominant eye were recorded using EyeLink II at 100Hz (enabling 106 real time screen manipulation) while the other eye was blindfolded. Subjects sat 1 meter 107 away from the screen and placed their chin on a chinrest to reduce head movements.
108
Stimuli and gaze windows. Two kinds of images were created: 'large' and 'small', and each 109 was associated with a specific gaze windowa horizontal rectangle centered on the 110 subject's gaze at each sample and through which the image was exposed. The large shapes was the same for both image sizes (Videos S1, S2). 116 Experimental Design. We tested the performance of subjects in a five forced choice shapes 117 recognition tasks. In each trial, one out of five filled gray basic shapes against a black 118 background was presented (square, rectangle, circle, triangle and a parallelogram; see Fig.   119 1a). These images were presented in two forms, large and small, as described above. tunneled trials, to control for trial length confounds, Table S1 ). There were at least 2 129 repetitions of each shape in each session (10-12 trials per session, only the first two 130 repetitions of each shape were used for analysis), and hence each session lasted up to 12 131 minutes. Before the beginning of each trial the eye tracker was recalibrated [36] . We used 132 an adaptive calibration method: subjects fixated on a '+' and waited until the gaze report 133 of the eye tracker (marked as 'X') stabilized. The error between the two markers was used 134 to correct the eye tracker's output during the next trial. At the end of each trial subjects 135 reported which of the five shapes was presented, and received a 'correct/wrong' feedback. 136 In the tunneled vision sessions, subjects had to identify a shape that was "hidden" on the 137 screen and exposed only through the gaze window (see above). In the natural vision 138 sessions, subjects had to identify the same shapes, naturally viewing them with no 139 constrains. Borders analysis. Border-following movements during tunneled viewing were those 152 movements in which the border of the shape was visible to the subject during the 153 movement. This was determined by the window size: saccades or drift pauses that started 154 and ended at less than 1.8 deg (for large), or 0.15 deg (for small) from a border, were 155 classified as "border saccade" or "border drift", respectively. During natural viewing 156 border-following movements were defined using the same distance criteria.
157
Curvature index. We defined an index for drift curvature, where Xp equals the length of 158 the drift trajectory and Dp equals the linear distance between its starting and ending points.
159
Hence, c=0 represents a straight line and c=1 represents a closed curve. 
Results
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Five subjects were asked to identify an image on a screen as one of five options (square, 178 rectangle, circle, triangle and a parallelogram) after viewing it either naturally or through 179 tunneled viewing, during which spatial information was exposed only around the center of 180 their continuously-tracked gaze. Two image sizes and two tunneling windows were used 181 (see Methods). Success rates were 100% for natural viewing, 94±6% for the tunneled- were directed along the image borders in a controlled manner ( Fig. 1c and Fig. S1) , without 195 being able to acquire any information from the target location prior to landing (mean 196 saccadic amplitude was significantly larger than window size, 3.45±0.07 vs 2.90 deg; 197 p<0.05, n= 4648, one-tailed t-test; the large tunneling window is overlaid on the rectangle 198 example in Fig. 1a) . Saccadic border-following was evident already at the beginning of 199 each trial and, on average, kept a constant profile along the trial (Fig. 1d) , suggesting that 200 saccade planning was indeed primarily based on the information collected during the 201 immediately preceding fixational pause(s) rather than on an accumulated estimation of the 202 object's shape.
203
To better understand how this information is collected in each pause, we examined the (p=0.7) ( Fig. 2a) . 213 The presence of an image border in the field of view had an immediate effect on additional 214 kinematic variable -the speed of the ocular drift (see Methods). The drift speed was 215 significantly lower for border-containing ROIs (Fig. 2b, p<0 .05 in 3 out of the 4 conditions, 
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In addition to a dependency on real-time sensory information, the closed-loop scheme also 222 predicts convergence dynamics [33, [39] [40] [41] . Indeed, in all our conditions the ocular drift 223 speed exhibited a converging-like behavior; on average, the drift speed was strongly 224 modulated at the beginning of each pause and gradually converged to an asymptotic value 225 during the pause (Fig. 2b and Fig. S4) . The convergence to an asymptotic target speed 226 value was evident also for individual subjects, and these target speeds were typically stable 227 for the entire durations of the fixational pauses (Fig. S4) . Importantly, the drift speeds we 228 measured did not depend on the pupil size or on the amplitudes or speeds of the saccades 229 preceding them (r 2 < 0.01 for all cases), and these variables were not significantly different 230 across viewing conditions (Fig. S3) . 231 The dependency of ocular kinematics on the concurrent sensory information described so 232 far indicate a closed-loop sensory-motor behavior of the visual system and suggest that the 233 closed-loop processing is done at multiple levels, at least those levels controlling saccades 234 and drifts. What may the visual system try to maintain using these loops, and specifically 235 during natural and tunneled perceptual epochs? To address these questions, we analyzed 236 the averaged kinematics in each condition per subject. For most subjects, both saccade 237 average rate (Rs, Fig. 3a ) and mean target drift speed per pause (Sp, Fig. 3b ) increased in 238 tunneled conditions compared to natural viewing. These differences did not result from the 239 differences in trial length (Table S1 ). Interestingly, the distance travelled during a pause, 240 the "drift length" (Xp), did not change for most subjects (Fig. 3c) . 241 Assuming that visual information is indeed acquired during fixational pauses [20, 42-45] 242 and that photoreceptors are activated by illumination changes, the mean rate of visual 243 acquisition (during a pause) should be proportional to Sp [9, 13] and the amount of visual 244 information collected during that pause should be proportional to the integrated distance 245 scanned by the eye (the length of its trajectory) during the pause (Xp). 246 Importantly, on average, the tunneling-induced changes in Rs and Sp compensated each 247 other, keeping Xp unchanged, for each stimulus size (Fig. 4, Table on top) . Thus, when 248 tunneled, the visual system appeared to increase the ROI sampling rate (Rs) while Interestingly, a different strategy appeared with size changes. When viewing small sized 255 images, the visual system decreased the ROI sampling rate while maintaining Sp and thus 256 increasing Xp (Fig. 4 drifts are actively controlled by the visual system. What our results add is that this control 265 is part of a closed-loop process -drift kinematics, which affect the visual input, depend on 266 this very same input. We demonstrate this closed-loop behavior via four major 267 observations. First, we showed that the trajectory of the drift within each ROI depends on 268 the concurrent sensory data. When the drift scanned an ROI that contained an image border 269 its scanning trajectory was controlled to be slower and curvier than when it scanned a non-270 border ROI (Fig. 2a,b) . Second, we showed that the drift speed dynamically converges to 271 a condition-specific speed; even when starting with the same speed, the visual system 272 gradually changed its drift speed until it converged to a value that was specific to the 273 viewing condition (Fig. 2a) . Third, we showed that the system converges to its target speed 274 anew after each saccade within < 100 ms on average ( Fig. 2a) . Such a rapid convergence 275 can only be achieved in loops who's cycle time is significantly smaller than the loops. Forth, we found two potential kinematic controlled variables, i.e., drift speed and 278 scanning distance, of the visual acquisition system (Fig. 4) . Kinematic variables cannot be 279 controlled in an open-loop scheme.
280
These results do not rule out additional contributions to drift control, other than those of 281 the concurrent visual input, such as experience-and context-dependent biases [13, 47, 48] 282 or slow motor-control processes [52] . Under the closed-loop framework, these broader and 283 slower contributions would operate within higher-level sensory-motor loops [19, 33] .
284
Our measurements are contaminated with measurement noise. With video-based methods, 285 such as the one we used, the major noise sources are inaccurate calibration and changes in 286 the pupil size and head movements [36, 53, 54]. As our results are based on comparisons 287 between conditions measured with the same method, we ruled out the possibility that the 288 differences we found stemmed from differences in pupil size (Fig. S3) or insufficient 289 calibration (we calibrated the device before each trialsee Methods). We could not rule 290 out head movements as a possible additional source of slow kinematics [head movements 291 most likely cannot account for the rapid kinematics demonstrated in Fig. 2a [55, 56] ]. It is 292 important to note, however, that since head movements always contribute to retinal image- here are higher than those typically presented in the literature, values that are obtained from 302 filtered data (Fig. S2) . Assuming that the recording noise was similar across the different 303 conditions, comparing ocular kinematics across conditions should yield the same results 304 whether based on the upper or lower bounds. Indeed, this was the case here (e.g., Fig. S3 ). 305 It should be emphasized here as well, that since all our conclusions are based on 306 comparisons of the same measures across conditions, our conclusions are insensitive to the 307 absolute values of the actual kinematic variables. 308 Our data suggest that under normal conditions the visual system controls its drift speed 309 such as to maintain it within a specific range [see also [39] ]. One plausible reason for such 310 a control is to maintain temporal coding relatively constant at a range suitable for neural 311 processing [8, 19, 59, 60] . When viewing small-size images the visual system does not 312 compromise this control, possibly for increasing the reliability of sensory data. However, 313 when challenged with tunneled viewing, which decreases the amount of available spatial 314 information, the system compromises the control of drift speed, allowing its increase, for 315 maintaining constant scanning distances under an increased rate of ROI switching (shorter 316 fixational pauses), thus increasing total spatial information. Thus, saccadic ROI switching, 317 which is controlled by both global scene-and task-related factors [5, 10, 11, 14, 18, 61, 62] 318 and local ROI-specific factors [14, 19] , appears to be controlled in coordination with the 319 control of the ocular drift ( Fig. 4) . We further show here that this coordination is manifested 320 in real time on a cycle-by-cycle basis (Fig. 1c,d) . 321 In our paradigm, the coordinated saccade-drift control maintained, on average, Sp across 322 image sizes in natural viewing, and Xp across viewing conditions (Fig. 4) . The 323 identification of these controlled variables was possible only at the population level, and 324 not with individual subjects. This is not surprising, given the complexity of the human 325 visual system and its need to cope with many changing conditions in life. These results, 326 thus, suggest that Sp and Xp are controlled in most of the individual subjects in the manner 327 described above, as part of a larger set of idiosyncratic controlled variables. 
